
WE EXIST TO BRING AUTHENTIC, EASY TO USE MATERIALS TO THE DESIGN COMMUNITY

#MATERIALSFORDESIGN

NATUREMOSS
FOR WALLS, SIGNAGE

AND MORE



For a unique feature moss wall or moss signage, check out our real preserved 

Naturemoss.

True to our key material values, our moss walls and moss signage is AUTHENTIC, 

PRACTICAL and AFFORDABLE.

Stabilised Icelandic moss is sustainably harvested in Scandinavia, cleaned and 

preserved and retains its natural organic characteristics, remaining soft to the touch.

Our moss walls and moss signage need no watering, sunlight or maintenance and 

stay fresh and soft from the humidity in the air.

Being naturally anti-static, dust and airborne particles are repelled from our moss 

walls and moss signage, so the material is a much more practical alternative to living 

walls, both in terms of installation and maintenance.

An added benefit of our moss walls and moss signage is that our moss has a softening 

acoustic impact on spaces where it is installed.

Although our moss walls and moss signage are a beautiful premium product, the 

ease of installation and the ease of maintenance of moss walls and moss signage 

make it a much more AFFORDABLE solution than traditional living walls.

Our moss walls and moss signage are MADE IN CHESHIRE, by hand in our own 

workshop, so get in touch with your ideas or for more information: 01270 625 043 / 

office@innerspacecheshire.co.uk



Naturemoss - Forest Floor

Our Forest Floor collection is our most AUTHENTIC, PRACTICAL and AFFORDABLE 

way to access the world of biophilic design.

Using a varied selection of preserved mosses and materials, you can create the 

most natural looking wall, on a budget!

Available as either bespoke sized panels, or ready to fit panels of 300mm x 300mm, 

300mm x 150mm, 150mm x 150mm, 150mm x 75mm, which work perfectly alongside 

the rest of our materials under the MIX IT UP collection (get in touch for the MIX 

IT UP brochure).
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PHALARISHELICHRYSUM

Want to try something different, ask for our full brochure of extra materials, plants & flowers
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Naturemoss - Bun and Meadow

You can create a stunning centre piece, artwork or even a full wall with signage.

You can use a varying degree of our beautiful Bun and Meadow mosses together 

with plants of your choice and design. With its natural ability to absorb sound, our 

moss makes a great contribution towards the acoustic properties of any project.

The material can be supplied on either standard 10mm MDF (black through 

colour) or with the option of a Fire Rated board.

The panels are made by hand in our own workshop, bespoke to your design, 

and we are here to help if you need a little bit of inspiration and our experience.

MEADOW MOSSBUN MOSS 



Naturemoss - Bun

Our Bun moss is the perfect option to create a clean look, full of texture 

and depth. With its natural ability to absorb sound, our moss makes a great 

contribution to one’s wellbeing.

The material can be supplied on either standard 10mm MDF (black through 

colour) or with the option of a Fire Rated board.

Want to try something different, ask for our full brochure of extra materials, plants & flowers

BUN MOSS - AVAILABLE IN DARK, MID & LIGHT



Naturemoss - Reindeer

Available in a selection of natural colours, with a few fun ones thrown in too, 

Reindeer is perfect for creating a luxurious, yet simple and contemporary 

looking moss wall. The material can be supplied on either standard 10mm MDF 

(black through colour) or with the option of a Fire Rated board.

The panels are made by hand in our own workshop, bespoke to your design.
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Naturemoss - Signage

We can utilise all our moss materials, creating lettering using metal frames to your 

choice of RAL, coloured acrylic, CNC MDF shapes,  3D Polystyrene or even faux 

neon… Just tell us what you want!









T 01270 625 043   F 01270 618 338
sales@innerspacecheshire.co.uk   www.innerspacecheshire.co.uk

47 Welsh Row, Nantwich, Cheshire CW5 5EW


